
               WARNING:
This product can expose you to 
chemicals including Naphthalene, 
which is known to the State of 
California to cause cancer. 
For more information go to 
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov.
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DESCRIPTION: 
A high-quality lithium grease harnessing the power of the Original PB B’laster 
creating a time-released penetrating action. This unique combination 
has the ability to penetrate existing rust and corrosion, but also stay on 
metal surfaces longer than conventional greases providing long-lasting 
lubrication and protection agains rust and corrosion. 

B’LAST ON: 
Farm & Agriculture, landscaping, construction, automotive & recreational. 
It is also great for restoration and anything rusted or corroded.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE: 
Shake the can well before using. Spray liberally on rusted & corroded 
parts or surfaces. Relax & enjoy the time-release penetrating action. 
Repeat as necessary. It is suggested that the can be at room temperature 
when dispensing.

TECHNICAL DATA SHEET

TYPICAL PROPERTIES:
Flash Point: -155°F (-104°C)
Density (20°C): 6.64 lbs/gal
Specific Gravity (20°C): 0.80
Boiling Point: N/A
Product Category: 
Multi-Purpose Lubricant
Body Shop Safe: Yes
Base Type: Lithium
Appearance: Orange
Spray Pattern: Thick Foam
Odor: Moderate Mild Petroleum
Temperature Range: -20 to 550°F
VOC: < 25%
Clean-Procedures: Start by scraping 
or wiping off excess product. Product 
can be removed with hot water and 
dish washing detergent. Use standard 
prep solvent to remove product prior 
to painting.

SAFETY: 
DANGER! EXTREMELY FLAMMABLE: Do not spray near sparks, heat, 
or open flame. Vapors will accumulate readily and may ignite explosively. 
Keep area ventilated during use and until all vapors are gone.

Exposure Symptoms:
Inhalation: Move person to fresh air. If breathing is labored, 
administer oxygen. If symptoms develop, obtain medical attention. 
Skin Contact: Wash affected skin with soap and water. If symptoms 
develop, obtain medical attention. Take off contaminated clothing and 
wash it before reuse.
Eye Contact: Rinse cautiously with water for several minutes. Remove 
contact lenses, if present and easy to do. Continue rinsing. If eye irritation 
persists, get medical advice/attention.
Ingestion: Immediately call a POISON CENTER or doctor/physician. Do not 
induce vomiting. Do not give anything by mouth to an unconscious person.

PART# NET WT. UPC CASE QTY.

GR-8A-PB 8oz/227g 0-32167-77006-9 6

Lubricates, Penetrates and Protects from Rust and Corrosion

 ORIGINAL PB PENETRATING 
LITHIUM GREASE


